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May 2022—The number of minimally invasive fine-needle aspirations requiring rapid on-site evaluation (ROSE) in
the cytopathology laboratory has increased over the past decade. Laboratories have seen lower gynecologic
volumes and an increase in both nongynecologic fine-needle aspiration biopsy and touch imprint  samples.  ROSE
for patient care has proven value. Sample adequacy allows for a single visit and avoids having to make multiple
attempts  to  provide material  sufficient  for  all  required testing,  including flow cytometry,  microbiology,  cell  block
preparation for immunohistochemical and histochemical staining, and molecular testing.

The cytology laboratory provides ROSE for a variety of fine-needle aspiration samples in multiple locations within
institutions and often at  outreach clinics.  Endoscopic ultrasound-guided FNAs are performed in the GI  suite;
endobronchial  ultrasound-guided FNA and electromagnetic navigation bronchoscopy can be performed in the
pulmonary suite or the operating room. Radiologist-performed FNAs can be done in multiple rooms depending on
the imaging technique. Cancer centers and endocrinology suites provide ROSE for patient care, and this service
can be provided at an array of locations, which has prompted the move from traditional on-site assessment to
telecytology platforms.  Users  of  telecytology have shown satisfactory  competence as  defined by concordance in

various studies.1

Telecytology allows for adequate reimbursement for each episode of adequacy during ROSE. High-resolution digital
imaging technologies have made telecytology for ROSE a reality and make it possible for the pathologist to stay in
the  office  and  perform  other  tasks  during  ROSE  downtime.  Consensus  on  difficult  cases  can  be  obtained  using

telecytology.2-5  ROSE  of  minimally  invasive  cytology  helps  to  avoid  repeat  procedures,  reduces  potential

complications, and decreases health care costs.6

Telecytology  can  be  sent  via  live  image  streaming,  robotic  live  image  streaming,  or  through  static  image
transmission. Most practices with high volumes of ROSE use live image streaming. It makes it possible for the

pathologist  to  review  the  entire  slide  and  is  more  efficient  than  on-site  evaluation.6  Several  systems  are  on  the
market and additional videoconferencing systems are available. Telecytology robotic microscopes are suitable for
ROSE  and  give  the  pathologist  full  control  of  the  slide  with  magnification  and  focusing.  Sirintrapun,  et  al.,  have
reported the use of robotic microscopy for ROSE and found concordance between the preliminary adequacy

assessment and the final assessment at 92.7 percent.7 This method can be useful in low-volume practices or where
there  is  no  on-site  cytology  expertise  to  demonstrate  fields  of  interest  for  the  pathologist  performing  the
evaluation. Static image transmission is similar and used in low-volume settings. The images taken for assessment

need to be accurate; thus a high level of expertise is required to select appropriate images for transmission.8 All

three modes of transmission have been shown to be accurate with the use of telecytology.7,9-16

Technological advances, as well as laboratory staffing shortages and the pandemic, have all contributed to a shift
from on-site evaluation to coverage by telecytology, and as cytopathology practices implement telecytology, it
must be monitored for quality.  The CAP has accreditation program checklist  requirements for telepathology.
Requirement  GEN.52860  says  “Telepathology  services  are  included  in  the  laboratory’s  quality  management

system,” and it suggests “comparison to on-site evaluation” as an example of a metric relevant to telecytology.17

This  section  of  the  checklist  is  applicable  to,  but  not  limited  to,  anatomic  pathology  and  cytopathology,
hematopathology, cytogenetics, and other disciplines. It applies to all diagnostic applications—primary diagnosis,
second opinion, remote FNA assessment, and frozen section interpretation.

The laboratory’s telepathology system for any diagnostic purpose must be validated before it is implemented.
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GEN.50630 Telepathology System Validation  (phase one)  is  consistent  with  implementation  of  new systems

throughout  the  laboratory  and  with  GEN.52920  Whole  Slide  Imaging  System Validation/Verification.17  It  reads  as
follows: “The laboratory validates telepathology systems used for clinical diagnostic purposes by performing its
own validation studies, including approval for use by the laboratory director (or designee who meets CAP director
qualifications) before the technology is used for the intended diagnostic purpose(s).” It says the validation process
must  emulate  the  “real-world  clinical  environment”  and  records  of  the  validation  must  be  retained.  Other
requirements involving patient and specimen identification call for a method to ensure correct patient identification
of data files submitted for review.

Security  of  data  transmission  and  patient  confidentiality  are  critical.  GEN.52842  Patient
Confidentiality—Telepathology  and  Remote  Data  Assessment  says  security  procedures  must  be  in  place  and

followed  in  particular  when  portable  mobile  devices  are  used  in  public  places.17

Digital images used for diagnosis must be retained for 10 years if the original glass slides are not available (see

ANP.12500).18  There is no retention requirement if  original  slides are available and readable for the 10-year
required retention period.

New requirements will be added and revisions made to existing requirements as digital pathology, telepathology,
and whole slide imaging advance.

Laboratories that implement telepathology for clinical use need to perform validation studies, and they should

incorporate the intended clinical use of the system to be deployed,19 including telecytology for ROSE. McCarthy, et

al., demonstrate validation of a telecytology system for on-site evaluation of FNA biopsies.20 The authors address
the evaluation of the competency of users by looking at both intra- and interpathologist variability. All participating
pathologists were tested with 10 random FNA cases, and each participant needed a passing rate of at least 90
percent.



Monaco and Pantanowitz, in an editorial,1 commended
authors  for  emulating  a  “real  world”  environment
during  their  validation  study.  Cytotechnologists
prepared  slides  and  operated  the  microscope  for
telecytology,  with  pathologists  at  a  remote  location
providing interpretation. They avoided bias in the study
by using an acceptable six-week period for individual
interpreters  when  assessing  intraobserver  variability.
The number of cases evaluated was considered low; the
recommended  number  of  cases  is  at  least  60  for

validating whole slide images for primary diagnosis.19

The  larger  number  of  cases  makes  it  possible  for
interpreters to overcome the learning curve.

In a study by Trabzonlu, et al., on the differences in real-time images seen by different observers, sessions were

arranged in which all observers evaluated cases at the same time.21 On-site operators were also involved in the
validation  because  they  play  a  crucial  role  in  telecytology  workflow.  As  a  result,  the  study  showed  a  significant
difference in the adequacy concordance rate between the test and real case sets, which proves that observers and
on-site operators benefit from the training portion and perform better in the validation phase.

Multiple studies of telecytology have shown diagnostic accuracy when compared with traditional ROSE. Some
institutions have also included training, competency assessment, and internal validation in their studies. In a study
by Green, et al., a telecytology QA process was developed to satisfy CAP requirements, monitor the diagnostic



accuracy of  telecytology,  and identify  problematic  trends  over  time.22  Through a  retrospective  review,  their
program met CAP requirements and confirmed diagnostic accuracy over time.

Validation of a telepathology system for assessment should include a validation summary statement to include the
equipment involved in telecytology, the start and completion date of the validation, as well as the location of the
performed  validation,  and  that  the  system  is  operated  properly  in  accordance  with  requirements  of  the
manufacturer and the cytopathology laboratory. All installation, operation, and performance requirements have to
be met  without  deviation.  System training with  all  staff cytotechnologists,  fellows,  and cytopathologists  must  be
completed successfully. There should be blind parallel studies with the cytopathologists with at least 90 percent
concordance for adequacy. The validation for telepathology needs to be concluded successfully; then the system is
ready for FNA adequacy assessment. Deviations or errors with connectivity and the percent of concordance should
be reported in the summary.
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